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ABSTRACT 

A particle-in-cell simulation is modeled and run on a dusty plasma to determine the effect of 

the magnetic field on the process dust-particle charging through electron-ion plasma. The 

electric field is solved through the Poisson equation, and the electron-neutral elastic scattering, 

excitation, and ionization processes are modeled through Monte Carlo collision method. The 

effects obderved from the initial density of the plasma, the initial temperature of the electrons, 

and the changing magnetic field are included in this simulation model. In the dust particle 

charging process, saturation time and saturation charge are compared. An increase in the 

magnetic field cannot reduce time to reach the saturation state. Determinig the magnetic field 

boundaries which depend on the physical properties of the plasma, which can be contributive 

in some areas of dusty(complex) plasma. The applications of the results obtaind here for fusion 

plasma conditions and space and laboratory plasmas are discussed. The results here can be 

applied in future simulation models with a focus on the dust particle movement and their effect 

on plasma, leading to the modeling of different astrophysical plasmas thorough laboratory 

experiments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Dusty particles are naturally present in many cosmic plasmas and in some laboratory 

apparatus. Their presence is essential in the production of dusty plasma crystals or in plasmas 

in assessing the complex plasma behavior. Dusty plasmas consist of neutral atoms, ions, 

electrons, and, charged microparticles. In generally, microparticles are generated from ice, 

silica, carbon, metals, or dielectric materials, with their radius of typically a few hundreds nm 

to a few μm. The large mass of dusty particles (compared with that of ions or electrons where 

mdust > 1012 mi,e) is contributive in their dynamical effects in dusty plasmas on time scales in a 

milliseconds order [1]. How the particles are charged and their effect on electrical potential on 

plasma properties are of major concern among the researchers. There exists a difference among 

the dust particle, electron, and ion behavior in plasma in presence of magnetic field and their 

behavior in its absence, which necessitating research in this area with respect the magnetic field 

strength,[2-7]. 

The study of dusty plasma behavior has a relatively long history in different aspects of 

theoretical, experimental, and simulations. As  to the theoretical aspect, researchers in [7] run 

a systematic analysis of low-frequency waves like hydro-magnetic and acoustic waves in a 

magnetized dusty plasma. in the same context, a nonlinear propagation of dust-acoustic waves 

is assessed in [6]. The effect of external magnetic field on charging currents of electrons and 

ions to a spherical dust grain and dust charge fluctuation damping in a dusty plasma is assessed 

in [5] where is is focused  that the external magnetic field could reduce the charging currents 
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in a magnetized dusty plasma.Tthe dependency of dust charge on the external magnetic field 

strength  is assessed in [4]. 

As to the experimental aspect, there exist many studies. The contributaion of magnetic field in 

dusty plasma is discussed  in [1] who briefly reviewed a series of experimental studies to 

demonstrate the benefits of magnetic fields in controling the background plasma and modifing 

the confinement and dynamics of the charged micron dust grains. They also designed a 

Magnetized Dusty Plasma eXperiment (MDPX) apparatus that is being manufactured  at 

Auburn University. the researchers in [8] have assessed the effect of external magnetic field on 

the Langmuir probe measurement and dust charging in plasma. Their experiment is runin a 

dusty plasma apparatus where plasma is generated through the hot cathode filament discharge 

technique. Where it is  assumpted that the reduction factor on quasi-neutrality condition is 

prevalent, they observed that the influence of magnetic field on dust charge is almost negligible 

in low magnetic field cases. 

In this context, applying computer simulation methods is advantages due to the large and 

inexpensive features, compared to the experimental studies.The simulation methods require 

high computing power and high storage space for computing location, momentum, and energy 

of 1025 particles and storing their information. Thus, alternative numerical computation and 

simulations are applied instead of direct computation.[9] The first particle models of 

electrostatic plasma were originated from pioneering works of Buneman,[10], Birdsall, and 

Bridges[11]. These models are one dimensional and do not apply grid for field computation. 

Burger[12] and Hockney[13] developed 1 and 2D of grid models respectively, and their 

algorithms are applied in the nearest grid point charge assignment and field interpolation to 

economize on computer run time. Higher-order interpolation schemes are first applied by 

Birdsall and Fuss[14] in Berkley group to reduce the simulation noise.[13] 

In this article, a series of the simulation is run to observe the effect of externally applied 

magnetic field on dust charging through particle in cell code named xoopic. This code is 

devised to be capable of simulating dust particles with different mass and charges.The charge 

accumulated on dust grains at different magnetic field strengths is computed by the capacitance 

model and modified quasineutrality condition in its theoretical sense.A comparison is run 

between theoretical models and the simulation results here.The effects of different plasma 

parameters on dust charging are reported in the presence/absence of magnetic field.  

The manuscript is organized as follows: The dust particle charging process is presented in 

Sec.II. The numerical method is proposed in Sec.III, the result and discussion expressed in 

Sec.IV and the article is concluded in Sec.V. 

II. DUST PARTICLE CHARGING PROCESS 

The electric charge of dust particles is highly contributive in assessing plasma in 

laboratory experiments, in ionosphere layer, and in its interplanetary state. It is assumed that 

the dust particles are initially charge free, while electrons and ions eventually collide with the 

dust surface and have a high chance of sticking to them, thus their being charged. Some factors  

like photon emission, secondary electron emission, thermal ion radiation, and electromagnetic 

fields can contribute to electrically charged dust particle count.[15, 16] Orbital motion limited 

(OML) is considered a common method of tracking the motion direction of electrons and ions, 

while can influence different forces within the plasma, determine the collisional cross-sections, 

and compute the electric charge of the dust at equilibrium.[17, 18] 

Here, it is assumed that dust particle is of a conductive spherical shape, so the electric potential 

of the dust surface, φs, which depends on the electric charge to the capacitance ratio of the 
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conductive sphere, φs = Q/C, where, 0 dC   4πε r  is the spherical dust capacity,[19]. Most 

electrons, due to their low mass and high temperature, are exposed more to dust particles in 

relation to ions, producing a negative charge on the dust particle (φs<0).The net charge can be 

positive on the dust, and φs > 0 by considering other factors like the emission of electrons from 

the surface of the dust due to light emission. Solving the motion equations for the electrons and 

ions reveal the intensity of ion and electron flow towards the dust, provided φs<0 hold true[20]:  
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where zi is the ionization degree, Ti is the ion temperature, and Te is the electron temperature. 

The symbols, kB and I0α are the Boltzmann constant and the intensity of the initial current of 

electrons and ions, respectively: 
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where, ne and ni are the electron and ion count per unit volume, respectively, while mα is either 
e or i of mass, and qα is either e or i of charge. The radius of the dust particles, rd, is usually just 
a few μm, and the charge of the dust particles leads to a balance between electron and ion count. 
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By inserting Eq.(5) in Eq.(6), The negative and positive potentials are yield, respectively : 
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Both the Eqs. (7) and (8) are the time evolution of the electric charge of dust particles, [21]. 

To assess the collisions between dust particles and electrons or ions, The Monte-Carlo method 

is applied. The electrons and ions have cross-sections of σe and σi and energies Ee and Ei, 

respectively computed through Eqs. (9) and (10) and the immobile dust particles with charge 

Qd and radius rd are modeled according to OML theory, [17] : 
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where Ee and Ei are the electron and ion energy in eV. The cross-sections are subject to the 

momentum and energy conservation of electrons and ions interacting with dust particles, 

therefore, the cross-sections are valid for electrons and ions as to they being absorbed or 

rejected by the dust particles, [22]. 

The electron-ion collision cross-sections applied in this model are resemble that of [23]. The 

Coulomb cross-section, σ, for electron and ion scattering by immobile dust particles are 

extracted from [24]: 
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where α and β are the interacting particles, μ is their reduced mass, close to the electron or ion 
mass because of the existence of large dust-particle mass, lnΛ is the Coulomb logarithm ~10, 

eα and eβ are the particle charges, Qd is the dust particle charge, and Eα is the electron or ion 

energy in eV. 

III. NUMERICAL METHOD 

Determining the location, velocity, momentum, and energy of each particle in the 

plasma is subject to repeating one or more cycles and solving the equations of motion for each 

particle, according to Fig.(1).  

 
FIG. 1. A flow chart of the processes involved in one timestep of the particle-in-cell method. This 

algorithm is discussed in [25]. 

As observed, by repeating this cycle, particles path in time is determined through particle-in-

cell (PIC) computational cycle, designed by [25]. The code applied here is based on the 

development of the OOPIC 2D code, [26], modified to simulate dust particle which if included 

in plasma is considered as dusty plasma. In the process the particle collision algorithm is 

considered as a type of Monte Carlo simulation with random paths based on the cross-section 

according to Eqs. (9 to 11). 

Here, the Ar plasma is applied at P = 1 mTorr pressure. The simulation environment consists 

of 2D grid cells (Cartesian geometry, 32 × 32 cells) with periodic boundary conditions, a length 

and width of Lx = Ly = 2.66 mm, an initial particle density of n0i = n0e = 1016 particles/m3, ions 
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and dust particles are at room temperature,Ti,d = 0.026 eV (300 °K), and electrons temperature 

are on the order of Te = 1 eV. The radius, mass and density of carbon dust particles assumed to 

be rd = 2 μm , md = 2×10-14 kg and nd = 1.42×1010 particles/m3 respectively which they are 

randomly placed in grid cells which at least one dust particle is located in a cell. Each 

simulation’s time step is about  Δt =  1 ps, which is smaller < τe of electrons with a plasma 

frequency of ωpe = 5.64 × 109 Hz. The magnetic field changes perpendicular to the particle plate 

from Bz,ext = 0 to 50 T. These computations are repeated for different electron densities and 

temperatures. After the electrons and ions collide directly with the dust particles, they stick to 

the dust particles, but because they represent only a small proportion of the total particle count, 

almost < 5%, quasi-neutrality is conserved in this simulation. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The time evolution of the electric charge of dust particles is shown in Fig. (2), where 

as bserved the external magnetic field is zero, and the electrons have an initial density of 1016 

m-3, 1017 m-3, and 1018 m-3. An increase in density of electrons increases the particle count per 

unit volume, with the probability of collision occurance between electrons and dust particles, 

which makes the dust particles to reach the saturation state in a rapid manner, thus, the 

equilibrium state. This phenomenon reduces the charge volume of the dust particles because 

they have a less chance in absorbing or losing electrical charge from the plasma. As to the time 

factor, the time to reach the saturation state for a density of 1018 m-3 is 10 ns, while for lower 

densities, of 1016 m-3, it takes more than 150 ns. At saturation state, it is possible to observe the 

difference in the dust particles charge volume. Based on the results of the simulation, the time 

to reach this electric charge threshold decreases by an increase in electron density. At external 

magnetic field exposure, many important longitudinal scales including the electron cyclotron 

radius, rLe, ion cyclotron radius, rLi, radius of dust particles, rd, and the collisional cross-section 

of the electrons or ions with the dust particles, σed and σid, can change the accumulation of 

electric charge on a dust particle. 

The process of dust-particle charging is shown as a function of time in Fig. (3), where the initial 

electron density is assumed to be constant and the results are presented based on applying 

different magnetic fields. 

In a weak magnetic field, the electron gyro-radius (rce) is smaller than the dust size (rd) and the 

change in dust charge is relatively small. Here, electrons approach the dust grain surface along 

the external magnetic field direction in a rapid manner, and the fastests in charging a grain may 

be of Boltzmann distribution, consequently, the OML electron current remains constant. The 

ions are absorbed by the dust, and their effective cross-section, Ai, is larger than their 

geometrical cross-section, πa2. Although for weak magnetic fields the dust charge remains the 

same.  

When the magnetic field becomes stronger than a critical value, that is at the electron gyro-

radius (rce) equal to the collection radius of the electrons on the dust grains (~λDe), only fast 

magnetized electrons are involved in the charging process, while the rest are rejected 

backwards along the magnetic field direction. Becuase the charging cross-section for electrons  

in presence of magnetic field is smaller than that of magnetic field absence, the magnitude of 

the electron current volume decreases. If the ion gyro-radius (rci) is still smaller than the ion-

dust absorbtion size (~λDi), the ions are absorbed to the dust grain of approximately the same 

rate, and their effective cross-section, Ai, will be greater than the geometrical cross-section, 

πa2. The ion current on the grain will then remain the same as that of a non-magnetized plasma. 

There exists a direct relation between electron current and dust charge. 
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(b) (a) 

(d) (c) 

(f) (e) 

FIG. 2. Time evolution of the dust particle charges with the same initial plasma densitiy and 

temperature, and exposed to different magnetic field (a) B0z = 0 T, (b) B0z = 0.0119 T, (c) B0z = 0.119 

T, (d) B0z = 1.19 T, (e) B0z = 11.9 T, and (f) B0z = 50.86 T. 

In stronger magnetic fields [i.e., B0 ≥ (c/ea) (miTi) ½] in a plasma, the ion gyro-radius (rci) 

becomes smaller or comparable with the ion-dust attraction size (~λDi), where, both the electron 

and ion currents are modified due to the strong magnetization of the plasma particles. 

The time to reach the saturated state for a higher density of electrons and ions decreases because 

of more collision between electrons (ions) and dust particles occur.  As collision rate increases, 

saturation time and the time to take plasma particles to equilibrium state decreases. So reaching 

a saturation state would be faster than the lower density situation. 
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the dust particle charges with the plasma density n0e = 1017 m-3, magnetic 
field Bz = 0, 0.0012, 0.0119, 0,119, 1.192, 11.92, 50.86 T, and initial electron temperature T0e = 1 eV. 

 

The amount of electric charge of the dust particles at a given time when they approach electric-

charge saturation are curved in Fig.(4), where as observed three initial electron temperatures 

of: 1 eV, 10 eV, and 20 eV with three densities of: 1016 m-3, 1017 m-3, and 1018 m-3; and are 

applied in Bz (T) = 0, 0.0012, 0.0119, 1.192, 11.92, 50.86 T magnitudes of the static magnetic 

field. At a given time, it is possible to observe the difference in dust particle charge, which is 

initially high (Bz = 0.0 T), while decreases when the magnetic field increases. This allows the 

electrons to become magnetized, and only fast electrons can reach the dust particles (from Bz 

= 0.0012 T to Bz = 0.119 T). After increasing the magnitude of the magnetic field, dust particle 

charge increases again, indicating the magnetization of the ions at that given time and involve 

all the electrons in the charging process (from Bz = 0.119 T to Bz = 50.86 T). 

 
(b) 

 
  (a) 

(c) 
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FIG. 4. Dust particle charges at saturation time, where exposed to different magnetic fields; Bz = 0, 

0.0012, 0.0119, 0,119, 1.192, 11.92, 50.86 T,  different initial electron temperatures; T0e = 1, 10 , 20 eV, 

and different initial plasma density; (a) n0e = 1016 m-3, (b) n0e = 1017 m-3, (c) n0e = 1018 m-3. 

In general, only the application of strong external magnetic field can lead to an increase in the 

electric charge saturation of the dust particles. These results are consistent with theoretical and 

experimental findings [2, 4, 21].  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

The effects of a strong magnetic field on the dust charging process are discussed. A newly 

developed PIC simulation code is applied to simulate the dusty plasma in describing of dust-

particle charging process and to predict the saturation state time and charge. It is reveald that, 

depending on the initial density of the plasma, the time to reach the saturation state varies from 

15 to 150 ns. Because the time scale here in ns. Moreover, since the time to reach the saturation 

state was several nanoseconds, each time step in the dusty plasma simulations has to be smaller 

than it, which unlike this study, is not observed in many simulation codes. The time to reach 

the saturation state is inversely proportional to the initial density of the plasma and the radius 

of the dust particles. An increase in the initial temperature of the plasma electrons reduces the 

time necessary to reach the saturation state, where, the dust particles have a negative charge 

because the electrons highly contribute to the charging process. It is found that an increase in 

the magnitude of the magnetic field does not necessarily reduce the time to reach the saturation 

state or more saturation charge while this can be provided by only sufficient strong magnetic 

field. Finding the bounderies of this magnetic field, which evidently depends on the physical 

properties of the plasma, can be applicable in many physics and laboratory contexts, like 

tokamak wall fusion plasma conditions. To decrease complexity, the hypothetical shape for the 

dust particles is assumed to be spherical, but any shape and size can be applied in simulations. 

The 3D simulations provide the considerable means to study the polarization of dust particles 

and the interaction potential of particles with plasma. The results obtaind here can be applied 

in future simulation models as to dust particle motion and their effects on entire plasma. 
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